
Understanding Paper Weights 
It can be difficult.  Really.  So hopefully this chart may simplify the different ways that paper weight is expressed.  Weight is expressed in two ways. 

GSM is the actual weight of a sheet of paper that is one meter square.  Comparing papers by GSM is simple.  The bigger the number—the heavier the 
sheet is—the thicker and/or the sturdier the paper is.   

Basis weight, expressed in pounds, is the weight of 500 sheets of a particular type of paper in its basic production size, before being cut for sale.  That 
could range from 17 x 22 inches to 25 x 38 inches.  As a result, there is much variation between the thickness of a sheet of paper and its basis weight.  

 

GSM 
Grams per 
square meter 

Paper types and basis weight 
Pounds 
Papers in each row are the same thickness and sturdiness. 

Description 

35 9 pound bond   Feels like newsprint 
60 16 pound bond 

41 pound text 
27 pound Bristol 
33 pound index 
41 pound tag 

22 pound cover A lightweight copy paper.  Often gets jammed in 
copy machines 

75 20 pound bond 
50 pound text 

34 pound Bristol 
42 pound index 
46 pound tag 

28 pound cover This is everyday copy paper 

90 24 pound bond 
60 pound text 

41 pound Bristol 
50 pound index 
55 pound tag 

33 pound cover Also a multipurpose printer paper.  Popular for 
business letterhead or stationery.  I use this when I 
print my planner pages 

105 28 pound bond 
70 pound text 

48 pound Bristol 
59 pound index 
65 pound tag 

39 pound cover Excellent for brochures or presentations.  Minimal 
show-through on two sided printing 

120 32 pound bond 
80 pound text 

55 pound Bristol 
67 pound index 
74 pound tag 

45 pound cover Similar to above, but slightly heavier 

135 36 pound bond 
90 pound text  

62 pound Bristol 
75 pound index 
83 pound tag 

50 pound cover  

140 38 pound bond 
100 pound text 

 55 pound cover 
 

6 point (0.006 inch) 

147 39 pound bond 
99 pound text 

67 pound Bristol 
81 pound index 
89 pound tag 

 Considered to be the lightest of the cardstocks. 

162 43 pound bond 
110 pound text 

74 pound Bristol 
90 pound index 
100 pound tag 

60 pound cover 
 

Durable cardstock, smooth hard surface.  
“Medium” weight. 

176 47pound bond 
119 pound text 

80 pound Bristol 
97 pound index 
108 pound tag 

65 pound cover 
 

Sturdy stock. Great for postcards, menus, posters. 
8 point (0.008 inch) 

199 53 pound bond 
134 pound text 

91 pound Bristol 
110 pound index 
122 pound tag 

74 pound cover 
 

Index is common for tabs, dividers, folders.  
“Heavier” weight. 

216 58 pound bond 
146 pound text 

99 pound Bristol 
120 pound index 
133 pound tag 

80 pound cover 
 

A heavy cardstock, used for business cards.  Many 
textures and finishes available. Great layering 
weight for cards.  10 point (0.010 inch) 

243 65 pound bond 
164 pound text 

111 pound Bristol 
135 pound index 
150 pound tag 

90 pound cover 
 

 

255 67 pound bond 
171 pound text 

115 pound Bristol 
140 pound index 
155 pound tag 

93 pound cover 
 

For very heavy weight applications 
12 point (0.012 inch) 

270 72 pound bond 
183 pound text 

123 pound Bristol 
150 pound index 
166 pound tag 

100 pound cover 
 

Noticeably heavier cardstock. Used for flat cards 
or invitations. 

297 79 pound bond 
201 pound text 

135 pound Bristol 
165 pound index 
183 pound tag 

110 pound cover This is the type of paper many people use for card 
bases.  Very heavy, stands well, can carry multiple 
layers. 

352 94 pound bond 
238 pound text 

160 pound Bristol 
194 pound index 
216 pound tag 

130 pound cover 
 

High quality business cards 
16 point (0.016 inch) 

 


